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Subject: Visit to DIA`

Body:

I will not be able to go with you to DIA tomorrow to inspect the 170 documents that DIA has identified as 

being "only vaguely related" to the Kennedy assassination, but I have some suggestions for your review:1. Get 

DIA to identify the office, person and files that these documents came from. Did these come from the same 

file or different offices? 2. Ask DIA if they identified and reviewed the 1963-64 files for the then Director of 

DIA. Did any of these documents come from his files or the files of Allan L. Reed, who appears to have been 

the DIA Director's Chief of Staff. Is there an SF-135 for the Director's files and can we get a copy? If not, where 

are the Director's files and the indices to his files?3. Ask DIA if they can identify and locate the file reference 

"U-4336/CI-1." This file reference is on the DIA document requesting the Navy, Army, and Air Force for 

information regarding Lee Harvey Oswald. It is important that we locate DIA's original file containing this 

memorandum request, as well as the responses from the individual services.4. Per Doug's letter DIA No. 1, ask 

DIA whether they have located their files relating to military attaches in Moscow from 1956 to 1964. 5. Ask 

DIA whether they have searched for archive records outside the normal procedures for storing records at 

Suitland, Maryland (for example, vault facilities at DIA containing archive records?). We asked this before, but I 

do not think we have gotten an answer.6. Note any file references that may be on relevant documents so that 

we can ask DIA to search for those other files if necessary.7. I suggest that after your meeting and review, you 

draft a letter to DIA that summmarizes: what files were made available for your review: what records you 

recommend be designated as assassination records: and what other files, if any, need to be located and made 

available for our review.Let me know if you want to discuss any of these things.
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